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Iran's Revolutions

Iran was known as Persia and originally recognized as the Islamic Republic of Iran. It is

located in Western Asia. The 1979 Iranian Revolution and its aftermath were distracted by the

detectors to take the first step to develop isolation in the fundamental state to help terrorism. The

Safavids and Ojars were responsible for two of the important role in Iran that tolerates the

Safavids made Shia Islam the official state religion in Iran which started with Ismail I in 1501,

and the Ojars provided the Muslim clergy with the ulema, and the political power.

Shia Muslims made a statement that Ali should have been the first Caliph. Sunni

Muslims think that Abu Bakr, who was the first Caliph, was the right decision as well. Shia

Muslims saw themselves as the party of the opposed of standing up against the wealthy and

powerful to return to the social justice that the prophet set it.

The majority of Iran’s Revolution in 1906. It became clear that they were forced to take

over  Qajars to accept a constitution. It developed a parliament and supposedly some limits on

the king, and made Shia Islam the official state religion, but it is also prevented the law of

minorities from ultimate success, however, partly due to the clergy withdrawing their help. The

shah progressed actively to fight it because the Europeans focused on Persia to protect the

weakness that they could keep trying to control the region.

After WWI European rivialies really heated up due to discovery of oil in the Middle East.

The British insitute the Anglo Iranian Oil Company that could later to recognize as BP. The

White Revolution is portrayed as the Shah to explain reforms in Iran at the end of World War II

and the downfall of his regime in the late 1970s.



The first part of Iranian Revolution was similarity quiet protests to participate with the

government to crackdown to increase the protest that became the disruption of the monarchy.

The ultimate authority, published the Islamic Republic of Iran, constitution that is not the control,

but the supreme religious leader represented God.

Hezbollah is a shilite terrorist organization with a powerful connection to Iran. In the

United States, they remembered the 1979 Iranian Revolution for its distroying the American Flag

and take an advantage of the American Embassy. Life in the Islamic Republic of Iran maintain

highly repressive dictatorship. I mean, for instance, Opposition parties, were curtailed by the new

“revolutionary courts” that applied sharia law in harsh-fashion way. Iran executed an enormous

population of criminals.
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